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1. INTRODUCTION
Tapscott (2014), being the first to coin the term “digital economy” emphasized that the digital economy explains not only the networking of technology but the networking of humans through technology that combine several factors such as intelligence, knowledge, and creativity. After analyzing numerous definitions that have arisen over time, Bukht and Heeks (2017) conclude that at the core of the digital economy there are ITs/ICTs (information and communication technologies) that produce foundational digital goods and services, but at the widest scope, the digital economy is the use of ICTs in all economic fields.
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Having both opportunities and threats, blockchain is a game-changer disruptive innovation in our time. It keeps penetrating a wide scope of areas including banking, insurance, supply chain, trade finance, agriculture, etc. We explore this multifaceted technology as the first building block of our study. As a second building block, we focus on the governance concept and then we analyze the nexus of blockchain and governance. Our study contributes to the extant scarce literature by covering the recent developments on the subject. Following Liu, Lu, Yu, Paik, and Zhu (2022) we conduct our study through several steps. The literature review of our study is based on Web of Science and Google Scholar academic databases. Studies are selected according to the predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria. The review period of the study is the last five years. According to our analysis, we detect a literature gap between on-chain and off-chain governance. We believe our study contributes to filling this gap. We propose a recipe to the argument of Kaufman, Heister, and Yuthas (2021) that suggest blockchain technology has failed to produce promised benefits for enterprise networks despite its potential. Considering the increasing importance of trade finance especially during and afterward the COVID-19 pandemic, we bring forward our solution by employing a real use case of trade finance. During this effort, we explore XinFin and XinFin Digital Contract (XDC) as an example that can create added value from micro and macroeconomic perspectives simultaneously. Our future research will base on blockchain governance practices in specific sectors.
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The digital economy has accelerated the shift of traditional approaches and processes in terms of business structures, firm interactions, consumer behaviors, information, goods, and services, especially since the onset of Industry 4.0, which refers to the technological transformation from embedded to cyber-physical systems. Blockchain is accepted as the first financial instrument of the digital economy although it has several predecessors such as B-Money and Bit Gold. It was invented by a person or a group using the name Satoshi Nakamoto, in 2008. In his white paper, Nakamoto (2008) offers an electronic payment system based on cryptographic proof instead of a trusted third party. The system promises lower transaction fees than traditional online payment systems. It is not backed by a government decree. There is no centralized authority in charge of its supply. It has a network of nodes covering the entire system.

Being the foundation of Bitcoin, blockchain technology is the first building block of our study. It builds upon cryptography, mathematics, consensus algorithms, and economic models (Nithyapriya & Jagannatha, 2019). Proof of Work (PoW) and Proof of Stake (PoS) are the leading consensus algorithms that are used to confirm transactions and add new blocks to the blockchain. The most important functions of consensus algorithms are to prevent double blockchain creation and double expenditure (Zheng, Xie, Dai, Chen, & Wang, 2017). Blockchain as a form of public ledger records the history of each transaction. It is executed by participating nodes that verify transactions in chunks called "blocks". They then relay them across the network (Pagliery, 2014). Each block is chained to the previous block in a sequence and is immutably recorded across a peer-to-peer network.

All participants maintain an encrypted record of each transaction within a decentralized, scalable and resilient recording mechanism (https://www.oracle.com/). Key characteristics of blockchain technology can be listed as decentralization, immutability, security, efficiency, and anonymity (Atlam & Wills, 2019). With these properties, it can function as a cost-saving and efficiency-improving game changer.

There are three types of blockchains that are generally agreed on in the blockchain literature as: public blockchain, private blockchain, and consortium blockchain. Each blockchain is open-source software with a source code that determines the implementation of a protocol (Maddrey, 2018). The software protocol includes the details on how the implementation of a protocol (Maddrey, 2018). The software protocol includes the details on how the implementation of a protocol (Maddrey, 2018). The software protocol includes the details on how the implementation of a protocol (Maddrey, 2018). The software protocol includes the details on how the implementation of a protocol (Maddrey, 2018). The software protocol includes the details on how the implementation of a protocol (Maddrey, 2018). The software protocol includes the details on how the implementation of a protocol (Maddrey, 2018). The software protocol includes the details on how

Being the second type, private blockchains such as quorum are suitable for smaller networks and closed systems where all nodes are fully trusted. In private blockchains, authorized nodes are responsible for the consensus process. Admin has the highest authority to control the system. Depending on the organizational structure of the company, reading and writing transactions can be allowed by the admin. While there are some advantages such as lower transaction cost, faster transaction speed, lower energy consumption, higher efficiency, and scalability there are some disadvantages such as the need for trust, potential manipulation/hacking/stealing of data, and a centralized network structure which is in contrast with the essence of the blockchain (Khan et al., 2019).

As a third type, consortium blockchains are almost a hybrid of public and private blockchains. In this type, a group of organizations or companies with equal power have control of the network. These organizations have complete authority to make necessary changes in the processes for the smoothness of the network (Sajana, Sindhu, & Sethumadhavan, 2019). The limited nodes in the consortium blockchains could validate the transactions so pre-selected nodes take control after consensus. By this means, the system does not allow a strange random entity to enter the chain. It has high scalability, more security, medium transaction cost, medium transaction speed, and partial decentralization. Nevertheless, it has less transparency and is prone to hacking and manipulation. Consortium blockchains are broadly used in the banking and financial sector (Viriyasitavat & Hoonsopon, 2019). While it is generally accepted as the last type, we'll bring forward another type of blockchain in the fifth section of our study.

There are several participants in a blockchain network that contribute to the governance mechanism in different layers. Governance becomes more of an issue as transactions in the centralized environment shift more to the decentralized side as technology advances. Governance is the second building block of our study. Although there is abundant literature focused on the subject of "governance by blockchain", there are only a few studies on "governance of blockchain". This study aims to shed light on the nexus of blockchain and governance by distinguishing "governance by blockchain" and "governance of blockchain", stakeholders of blockchain, competing interests between stakeholders of blockchain, and how blockchain can create added value from micro and macroeconomic perspectives simultaneously by presenting a real use case.

The study proceeds as follows: Section 2 analyzes the literature review, Section 3 introduces the research methodology, and Section 4 shares the results of the study. Discussion and conclusion are presented in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Due to its decentralized nature, the governance of blockchain differs from the existing governance mechanisms of centralized structures. In a blockchain project, implementation of the project
does not require a top executive officer but a globally distributed network of developers that wrote a software protocol and distribute the power among the blockchain stakeholders (Hsieh, Vergne, & Wang, 2017). In this structure, it is important to try to understand who are the stakeholders that govern the blockchain network and how blockchain governance works. Liu, Lu, Zhua, Paik, and Starling (2021) covered several aspects of blockchain governance such as the definitions, motivation, stakeholders, and implementation of the governance mechanism. By summarizing the definitions of analyzed studies, they came up with a new definition. It refers to the structures (architecture) and processes (development processes) that are designed to ensure the development and use of blockchain which is compliant with legal regulations and ethical responsibilities. This definition has three dimensions namely decision rights, accountability, and incentives which are all aligned with the decentralization level of deployed blockchain.

Decision rights denote authority, responsibility, and capability of participants, how decisions are made and monitored, which stakeholders should be prioritized and if collective power is possible. Accountability suggests those who are responsible for different phases of the blockchain lifecycle that should be identifiable and questionable for their decisions and the outcomes of the blockchain. Governance can ensure the efficient use of resources and monitor the overall performance of the blockchain platform. Incentive mechanisms can be designed to influence the behavior of network participants. They can be either positive or negative (rewards for contributions, or sanctions for malicious operations) (Beck, Müller-Bloch, & King, 2018). Allen and Berg (2020) define blockchain governance as the processes by which stakeholders (including token holders, network validators such as miners and economic full nodes, core and application developers, and founders) exercise bargaining power over the network. They point out several conflicting goals of stakeholders who share a distributed network but pursue different goals. For example, token-holders may wish for increasing prices relative to fiat currency while application developers may look for stable prices to use tokens as a utility in their applications. Similar to the requirement of a consensus mechanism among nodes, a consensus mechanism is required among stakeholders during a change/update in the laws and processes of the network as well.

In a decentralized network, this duty will be conducted by innovative governance mechanisms via on-chain and off-chain governance. These roles are highlighted by Ølnes, Ubacht, and Janssen (2017). In the first role, technology provides a supporting role to improve the existing governance processes. In the latter, it identifies the development of the blockchain adaptation, and maintenance of the blockchain technology itself. De Filippi and McMullen (2018) associate “governance by blockchain” with “on-chain governance”. Hereof, “on-chain governance” refers to a system of rules that are encoded directly into the underlying technological framework responsible for enforcing them. Instead, they link “governance of blockchain” to “off-chain governance”. It consists of all other types of rules that may affect the operation and future of these systems.

On-chain governance rules are more formal, strict, predictable, and efficient than off-chain governance rules since they are clearly codified and automatically enforced according to defined processes. With these features, they are more auditable and verifiable such as they are less adjustable to changing or unexpected circumstances. Distributed autonomous organization (DAO) attack that is explained in Section 4 is a crucial example of “on-chain” governance. Decision-making processes that are implemented via staking or through a transaction on the blockchain are examples of “on-chain governance”. It generally takes place on the PoS blockchains in the form of a vote. The more the user has the blockchain’s coin which is called a “governance token” the more he can participate in the governance of the blockchain. Stakeholders of this governance type generally include users, developers, and transaction validators.

Off-chain governance rules are on the other hand generally executed via informal discussions and improved protocols. They are unstructured and more complex to monitor and control. “Off-chain governance” processes are generally employed by PoW blockchains. Core stakeholders in this type of governance are users, node operators, developers, and miners. Protocol changes or update proposals take place at conferences, online forums, mailing lists, etc. When a consensus cannot be reached within the network, it is subject to a fork like the case of Bitcoin and Bitcoin cash.

Cao et al. (2021), suggest an integrated “on-chain” and “off-chain” governance mechanism that should be developed with stakeholders. Authors suggest that off-chain governance can complement the weaknesses of on-chain governance. With an integrated mechanism, they intend to maintain transparency and efficiency of on-chain governance and also balance the differing needs of stakeholders via off-chain governance. Off-chain governance encapsulates both endogenous and exogenous rules (Reijers & Coeckelbergh, 2018). Endogenous rules are implemented by a specific group to guarantee the proper functioning and development of a blockchain-based system. They consist of social norms, customs, and other governance structures developed or accepted by the group in order to ease the coordination within the group. Conversely, exogenous rules are imposed by a third party to affect the activities of the group such as national laws, regulations, contractual agreements, and technology standards. Reijers et al. (2021) note that in most cases on-chain governance rules are adopted in blockchain-based systems. Only when on-chain governance fails or is unable to process a certain decision then off-chain governance is implemented. Chao (2020) proposes a centralized hybrid governance method of blockchain to complete the decision-making process of the chain, sending the governance results to the blockchain for automatic execution, effectively completing the governance of blockchain, and avoiding governance drawbacks such as less methodology, non-transparency, inefficiency and split-prone structure.
Abedin (2021) considers the case from a different angle. Assuming that there is no best single way to maximize the explainability of artificial intelligence (AI), he tries to apply the contingency theory to AI with the effort to use environmental, organizational, and individual factors in a balanced manner. Based on this, Li and Zhou (2021) attempt to find the interactions between on-chain and off-chain governance of blockchain. The contingency theory of Fiedler (1964) opposes the traditional management theory's suggestion that there is just one best way of doing things. It states that a task may be conducted differently in different organizations depending on the environmental and contextual factors surrounding it (Galbraith, 1973). Tosi and Slocum (1984) emphasized that the balance of profitability, satisfaction, and social responsibility are the key factors that should be considered.

In view of these facts, Li and Zhou (2021) emphasized that the advancement of technology and the advent of novel situations in governance require a flexible and adaptable understanding of not only the infrastructure but also the social environment and its implications. As a result, they suggest a consortium blockchain that combines both methods to create a reciprocal structure. Blockchain consortia are complex structures where partners must collaborate on the aim, operations, and expected outcomes of a potential project. Partners and consortium as a whole is expected to match their skills and attitudes. While there is an ongoing discussion on the ideal type of governance Kaufman, Heister, and Yuthas (2021) attract attention to the fact that blockchain is typically treated as a technology issue so the business capabilities required for a successful consortia are not widely recognized and discussed. They infer that despite its potential, blockchain technology has failed to produce promised benefits for enterprise networks.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Following Liu, Lu, Yu, Paik, and Zhu (2022) we conduct the study through several steps. First, a literature review was performed using the Web of Science academic database. Our research includes results for the terms “governance” and “blockchain”. Since blockchain governance is a new and quickly evolving field of study, results cover the period of the last five years. According to the results, we get 868 publications from the Web of Science. Among them, 256 studies were published in 2021 while 145 papers are available during the first half of 2022. According to publication type, 589 of 868 studies are articles and 207 are proceeding papers.

Blockchain governance is of interest to a diverse set of academic disciplines. As stated by Kaufman et al. (2021), an overwhelming amount of study is conducted by the disciplines with a technical perspective. The results of our study are associated with computer science, electrical and electronic engineering, telecommunications, management, economics, law, business finance, and public administration. Figure 1 aggregates research results into a visualization comparing the number of results by discipline.

![Figure 1. Number of results by discipline](Image)

According to the aim of this study, we focus on features of blockchain, types of blockchain, the difference between the governance of blockchain and governance through blockchain, and a use case of blockchain that creates added value from micro and macroeconomic perspectives simultaneously. Following the research methodologies implemented by other systematic reviews, we follow a strategy that is based on inclusion and exclusion criteria. We eliminate studies focusing purely on the technical features of governance of blockchain. We also eliminate studies that are not written in English, studies that are out of the selected time period, and papers that cannot be accessed. We also benefit from the Google Scholar database and websites related to our research.

For alternative research methods, Liu et al. (2021) and Liu et al. (2022) can be reviewed. To understand the state-of-the-art of blockchain governance, the authors conduct a systematic literature review with 37 primary studies. The literature review consists of four main steps including keyword search, selection of studies based on predefined criteria, backward and forward snowballing, data extraction, and synthesis.

As an alternative study, Valdivia and Balcell (2022) reviewed blockchain governance in distributed energy transitions by addressing a number of boolean expressions clustered into the fields of study that have been consulted through the Scopus (Elsevier), IEEE Xplore, ProQuest, Web of Science, EBSCO, and Emerald Insight databases. During the analysis, they reviewed articles for 1) governance of energy transitions, 2) blockchain applications in the energy sector and finally, 3) blockchain governance.

4. RESULTS

The innovation behind Bitcoin is extended by the launch of ethereum in 2013. One of the most important features of ethereum is the concept of smart contracts which are programs that automatically execute an action when a certain event occurs. It allows defining rules and conditions.
If conditions are met, it automatically triggers other actions such as receiving funds or executing other smart contracts. This opportunity provided by smart contracts enables the shift of centralized finance (Ce-Fi) to blockchain networks (decentralized finance, De-Fi) gradually.

In this regard, De-Fi, as a sub-field of blockchain, started to gain ground. De-Fi specializes in advancing financial technologies and services on top of smart contract-enabled ledgers where the rules and conditions of execution are warranted by the network itself. Most De-Fi projects are built on the ethereum network but there are other blockchain networks that allow De-Fi applications as well. Having distinguished features, De-Fi both can mirror traditional applications of Ce-Fi and provides some more complex products compared to Ce-Fi.

Stablecoins, decentralized exchanges, lending and borrowing, insurance, derivatives, and yield farming are some areas currently covered under De-Fi (Keller & Stolzenberg, 2021).

Although blockchains show a lot of promise, they are still not exempt from attacks, hacks, theft, and manipulation. In 2016, the ethereum blockchain was exposed to an attack when a hacker found a vulnerability in the code of the DAO which was a smart contract built on top of the ethereum blockchain. This attack led to the theft of Ether equivalent to $50 million (Hacker, 2019). Core developers of ethereum decided to proceed with a solution of returning the stolen Ether through a hard fork. Nevertheless, not all the participants of the network agree with this decision which led to the forking of the ethereum blockchain into two different versions. As codes are written by humans, several vulnerabilities may arise at any time. As an alternative way, potential malicious codes might be embedded in the software that might be hidden from outside observers, as well (Werbach, 2018).

In 2018, the bitcoin community was involved in a long discussion on bitcoin’s block size as some of them asked for an increase in its block size to enhance its capacity. The community could not come to an agreement on the issue and a hard fork emerged which led to the creation of Bitcoin cash besides Bitcoin.

TerraUSD (UST) is another example of how governance can be a vital issue in De-Fi. Terra is a blockchain protocol that backs algorithmic stablecoins. Stablecoins are preferred by investors in order to protect themselves from the volatility in the crypto-asset market. Stablecoins can be pegged in several ways. In this case, when the stablecoin trades above its pegged value, more tokens are created and the price falls. When the stablecoin trades below the peg, more tokens are taken out of circulation, and the price increases. A sister token with a volatile price must be involved in this mechanism. It is the sister token, Luna, whose price was set by the market. Since 1 UST was defined as being equal to 1$ worth of Luna, this means that a holder of $1 in UST would always get $1 in value back. First of all, an unknown user exchanged roughly $84 million worth of UST for USD Coin in May 2022. The Fed’s interest rate cut led more UST depositors to withdraw their stablecoins from the anchor, as well. A huge number of transactions hit UST of its $1 peg. That led more UST holders to try to get their money out of the system. But since one of the main ways to exit from UST was through Luna, which was already falling in value due to investors’ loss of confidence as well as an overall down market, that worsened the situation. According to the UST-Luna exchange mechanism, the massive UST withdrawals led to a vast expansion in the supply of Luna, decreasing its value even further. Finally, prices fell to zero, and market values decreased by $60 billion Terracoins. Luna has abandoned and remained as the old chain while terra launched a new chain — Luna 2.0. (https://www.bloomberg.com)

Organizations develop their own applications on the blockchain or join an existing blockchain network for improving the efficiency of their businesses. To do this, they need to see trustworthy and realistic governance and maintenance where economic incentives between different stakeholders are aligned and updates to the blockchain are coordinated carefully (van Deventer, Brewster, & Everts, 2017). Nevertheless, there is no specific list of stakeholders.

Liu et al. (2021), list a wide group of stakeholders that are involved in blockchain governance such as the project team, node operator, user, application provider, regulator, media, researcher, and environmentalist. In such an environment, competing interests among stakeholders will not be surprising. For example, it is important to understand whether voting on which transactions to include in a block is in line with democratic principles as in the case of PoW or if it inclines toward plutocracy since competitors acquire tokens to accumulate voting power as in the case of PoS (De Filippi & McMullen, 2018). Projects should be implemented both by maximizing the efficiency of digital opportunities and by considering stakeholders’ competing interests under the scope of governance.

In 1970 Friedman famously stated that the only social responsibility of a firm is to increase its profits, now known as the shareholder model of business (Friedman, 1970). Bowen (2013) connected the responsibility of the firm to society and argued that a wider group and interest should be taken into consideration by the management while operating. What was the equivalent of this wider group?

The earliest definition of stakeholder is often credited to Stanford Research Institute in 1963 but the concept seems to be present in the business world even before (Ramakrishnan, 2019). According to Dodd (1932), General Electric Company had identified four main groups that they had to deal with as: shareholders, employees, customers, and the general public. Associated with Freeman (2010), the stakeholder model highlighted the responsibilities of the firm to society. Freeman defined the stakeholder as any individual or group who can affect or can be affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives. As listed by Donaldson and Preston (1995), since the publication of Freeman’s landmark book, many books, and papers with primary emphasis on stakeholder concepts have appeared (Alkhafaji, 1989; Anderson, 1989; Brummer, 1991; Brenner & Cochran, 1991; Clarkson, 1991; Goodpaster, 1991; Hill & Jones, 1992; Wood, 1991a. 1991b). The authors built their organization definition as an entity that accommodates diverse participants to
accomplish multiple purposes where participants do not always have to share a completely parallel view. Where this is the traditional approach to the Ce-Fi, it is hard to see the same in the De-Fi since the De-Fi environment keeps evolving with new structures, tools, and stakeholders. Still, a successful governance mechanism that will be implemented on the De-Fi side has the potential to maximize the benefits of both micro and macroeconomic players simultaneously. But dealing overwhelmingly with the technical side cannot provide a balance between the two governance structures that are the building blocks of the blockchain. As expressed in different cases above, governance of blockchain requires measures on nontechnical issues as well. Under these nontechnical issues, monitoring stakeholders’ actions, internal control of stakeholders, and ethics should also be highlighted. If success can be achieved on the De-Fi governance this would have repercussions on the Ce-Fi side as well.

5. DISCUSSION

Despite the general classification, there is one other type of blockchain, namely hybrid blockchain. Unlike consortium blockchain, hybrid blockchain is completely the mid-point between public and private blockchain that blends the features of these kinds. As we have highlighted in the introduction section, both public and private blockchains have some advantages and disadvantages. So hybrid blockchain aims to bring advantages of these types and eliminate their drawbacks. Our concern is whether blockchain can simultaneously create added value for micro and macroeconomic players. Or the case as underlined by Kaufman et al. (2021) is valid? As a practice, where we can see the simultaneous value-added effect, we choose to analyze a real-world implication of hybrid blockchain in trade finance.

Exchange Infinite (XinFin) is the first hybrid blockchain that combines the features of public and private blockchains with interoperable smart contracts. XinFin developed its hybrid structure by merging ethereum (public blockchain) and quorum (private blockchain). The XinFin Digital Contract (XDC) token is the underlying utility token that powers XinFin’s hybrid blockchain.

### Table 1. Comparison of payment tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison criteria</th>
<th>1st generation</th>
<th>2nd generation</th>
<th>3rd generation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bitcoin BTC</td>
<td>Ethereum ETH</td>
<td>XinFin XDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transaction per second (TPS)</strong></td>
<td>3-6 TPS</td>
<td>12-16 TPS</td>
<td>2000+ TPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average fee</strong></td>
<td>15 USD</td>
<td>10 USD</td>
<td>0.00001 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transaction confirmation</strong></td>
<td>10-60 minutes</td>
<td>10-20 seconds</td>
<td>2 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smart contract support</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy consumption</strong></td>
<td>71.12 TWh</td>
<td>20.61 TWh</td>
<td>0.0000074 TWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Terawatt-hour)</td>
<td>(Terawatt-hour)</td>
<td>(Terawatt-hour)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: https://xinfin.org/index

XDC operates as a settlement tool for decentralized applications (DApps) built on the blockchain. There are several use cases built around XinFin’s token but we choose to explain the case of TradeFinex since the global trade finance gap is a growing problem for the world economy. It grew to an all-time high of $1.7 trillion in 2020, which is almost 10 percent of the global trade (https://www.adb.org). COVID-19 skyrocketed macroeconomic uncertainties and eroded global trade till the first quarter of 2020. Besides that, inflation pressures, increasing global food, and energy prices, and microeconomic threats such as increasing financing costs of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), and weaker balance sheets make trade finance a very crucial issue for world economies. We have already expressed that blockchain provides solutions to a wide spectrum of fields such as fintech, insurtech, public, health, microfinance, agriculture, supply chain, etc. (Atici, 2020). But in our case, we will analyze how the hybrid blockchain provides a solution to local and global trade finance.

TradeFinex is a peer-to-peer decentralized platform for trade finance originators to distribute deals to a wide range of bank and non-bank funders. This network aims to reduce friction among a complex group of actors in trade finance and expands access to trade financing for SMEs while creating yield opportunities for investors (https://www.blockdata.tech/). The interoperable blockchain network enables digitization, tokenization, and instant settlement of trade transactions, increasing efficiency while reducing reliance on complex foreign exchange infrastructures.

In a traditional centralized system, trade finance requires a complicated process that comprises enterprises, local and foreign financial institutions, credit insurance companies, credit rating agencies, underwriters, etc. It also necessitates a massive amount of paperwork during these transactions. In the decentralized practice, standardized documents and agreements are moved to smart contracts so transactions are aimed to be settled faster. It provides an example of a digitized and decentralized way of managing invoices, letters of credit, bills of lading, payments, guarantees, and all other trade documents. It also brings all the stakeholders such as originators, special purpose vehicles, digital custodians, and funders on the same network. Hybrid blockchain network takes the advantage of private blockchain in terms of data privacy and public blockchain in the transaction verification on a shared public ledger (https://xinfin.org/).

6. CONCLUSION

Blockchain is a niche and ever-progressing technology that necessitates a multidisciplinary look. Its heterogenous feature requires the involvement of several interrelated fields of study such as engineering, economics, management, law, finance, etc. In this study, we address the nexus of blockchain and governance. We note that traditional governance mechanisms implemented on centralized systems are gradually shifting to the decentralized digital environment in parallel to the advancing technology. What can we expect from this shift? Can we expect decreasing transaction costs, protected property rights, increasing positive externalities, transparent transactions, and
maximized social welfare? Processes of centralized systems cannot be swiftly and one hundred percent mirrored on the decentralized digitized side because it is not subject fully to the standards, laws, regulations, and audit processes of the centralized system. Malicious attacks/hacks/fraud etc. are still an important issue on decentralized networks. Moreover, in these networks, there are a large number of stakeholders that should be managed digitally.

In this study, we could not focus just on the governance concept due to the multifaceted structure of the subject. We make a literature review based on Web of Science and Google Scholar databases. We selected studies according to our inclusion and exclusion criteria. We also benefited from web sources related to the concept.

We try to make a synthesis of the extant literature by balancing two facets of blockchain governance. During our research, we realize that there is a considerable research gap between on-chain governance which focuses on technological issues and, off-chain governance which is related to issues of blockchain technology. The literature overwhelmingly places emphasis on the technical and technological aspects of the concept.

We analyze the subject by clarifying the types and features of blockchain. Each type of blockchain has its own advantages and disadvantages. Although blockchains have promising features they are not exempt from attacks. Besides, as there are several stakeholders that pursue their own interests depending on the type of blockchain, there is competing interest among stakeholders. In such an environment, the governance of blockchain becomes crucial. We did not especially focus on public and private blockchains but on a structure that is similar to both. So we present the features of consortium and hybrid blockchains as a way to optimize the micro and macroeconomic benefits of this technology simultaneously.

Based on our analysis we infer that the best type of blockchain is a hybrid type of blockchain that stands between the public and private blockchain. Moreover, hybrid blockchain may optimize gains from this technology by equally encapsulating on-chain and off-chain governance rules. The reason that we give so much emphasis to the nexus of blockchain and governance is the promising future of blockchain in terms of creating added value both from micro and macroeconomic perspectives simultaneously. Since the COVID-19 pandemic, trade finance becomes more than an ever-important case for economies. With this in mind, we support our argument with a real use case of trade finance. At this point, we should again note that governance in De-Fi must be processed in balance. Both on-chain and off-chain governance must be given the same importance by public and private sectors, academics, local and global standardizing institutions, legislators, etc.

Our study has some limitations. The first is the scarce literature on “off-chain” governance. The second is the ever-evolving concepts, tools, and implications stated in blockchain technology. The third is the literature that lags behind the practice. The fourth is the scarce real use cases. The final is the one-legged arguments that are far from a multidisciplinary approach.

Despite these limitations, this paper contributes to the extant scarce literature by trying to fill the gap between on-chain and off-chain governance literature. Our study is important for future studies as it questions and tries to answer which type of blockchain can create added value and how it can create this value from micro and macroeconomic perspectives simultaneously in a digitized and decentralized environment by covering both on-chain and off-chain governance rules.

Our future research will base on blockchain governance practices in specific sectors.
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